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Figures indicate number of times dung heap was 
marked over 5 -day period, 29 Mar. - 2 Apr. 1971. 
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Fig. 19: Distribution of dungheaps within a territory. Figures indicate the number of times 
each dungheap was marked by an a 0 over a five day period 

into the dungheap after sniffing; in six instances, this could be related to the 
known or likely presence of the dung of another a 0 there. However, in two 
other ~ases where the dung of another a 0 was known to be present, no response 
was gIven. 

Urination by an a 0 was almost always carried out in a powerful back
wardly directed spray in 3-5 spasmodic bursts (Fig. 20). Spray-urination was 
commonly preceded by first wiping the anterior horn sideways over a low bush 
or on the ground, then dragging the hind legs stiffly over this site. The urine 
droplets fell over the scrapemarks left on the ground or coated the leaves of the 
bush. In 7/636 instances only, an a 0 urinated in a continous stream with hind
legs straddled. 

It was rare to find two successive instances of spray-urination at the same 
site, though scrapemarks were sometimes only a few metres apart over adjacent 
bushes. Spray-urination was performed throughout the extent of a territory, 
but occurred particularly frequently while an a 0 was grazing or walking along 
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Fig.20: Spray-urination by an a 0 
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Fig, 21 : Distribution of spray-urinati,on s,ites by a resident a 0 ~nd neighbouring a 8 O· 
All observed instances of spray-unnatIOn over a two year penod have been plotted 
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a boundary region; an average of 2.0 spray-urinations per hour (N = 40 hours) 
was recorded centrally within a territory, compared with 10.0 per hour (N = 12 
hours) in border regions. As a result spray-urination sites were more concen
trated in boundary regions (Fig. 21). A mean density of fourscrapemarks per 
1000 m2 was recorded within 50 m on either side of the putative bO'undary line 
in a survey conducted four days after rain had obliterated older scrapemarks. 
In another survey conducted twelve days after rain, an average of one scrape
mark every 25-30 m was recorded within 3 m of rhino trails following terri
tory borders, and one scrapemark per 38 m alongside a well-used trail passing 
centrally through a territory. Evidently, urination sites may be concentrated 
beside well-used trails as well as along boundaries. 

3. Behaviour associated with territory changes 

Eleven reciprocal changes between a 0 and f3 0 status were recorded during 
the study period. Three strange adult 00 appeared in the study area displacing 
one of the -resident a 0 0; three formerly f3 0 0 displaced an a,o in an adjacent 
or nearby territory; four a 0 0 occupied part or all of a neighbouring territory 
after the formerly resident a 0 had disappeared; and one chain displacement 
occurred. A newcomer I displaced a resident a 0 H; H remained in the same 
territory as f3 0 for three months, then occupied a small territory 2 km away, 
then four months later displaced X as ao in an adjoining territory; X stayed 
on only a week, then displaced A as a 0 in the next territory; A still remained 
as f3 0 in this same territory 15 months later. Three of the displaced a 0 0 dis
appeared, another stayed as f3 0 in the same territory, while a fifth transferred 
to an adjoining territory and was still present there with f3 0 status 19 months 
later. One unplanned removal experiment took place when an a 0 from a terri
tory adjoining the study area was captured and moved to Mozambique; the 
vacant territory was eventually subdivided by two neighbouring a 00 . One 
young 0 aged about nine years moved into the study area alone and took up 
residence within one of the territories as a f3 O. 

No case was known in which a f3 0 subsequently became a 0 in the same 
territory that he had occupied as a f3 O. 

In three cases, detailed behavioural observations were made on the 00 
concerned following a territory changeover. These involved the takeover of the 
territory of H by the newcomer I, subsequent displacement of X by H, and 
finally X's displacement of A. 

In no case was the crucial contest which presumably decided the transition' 
observed. In two of the cases I simply found the new 0 behaving as a o in the 
territory. In the third case I watched both X and A occupying and spray-urinat
ing in the same territory for 4 days, but the only encounter witnessed was a 
brief horn to horn confrontation glimpsed from long range on the .·first day. 
Afterwards both 00 moved away in different directions. On the fifth day A 
was discovered exhibiting numerous bloody wounds. Two days later I glimpsed 
the end of a fight in which X attacked A with a succession of vigorous horn 
blows; A then broke away and galloped off with X in pursuit. However, in the 
other two cases the deposed 0 was virtually unmarked, and apparently some 
more ritualised form of contest had taken place. 

The newly instated 0 immediately displayed all the behaviour patterns 
typical of an a O. He spray-urinated and scattered his dung, turned back cows 
at appropriate boundaries, and confronted resident f3 00 , including the former 
a 0 , in typical fashion. Following the change, the profusion of fresh scrape- · 
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marks in the territory was striking, and some overlapping scrapemarks beside 
the same bush were noted, an unusual occurrence. 

The former a 0 in turn behaved as a f3 O. He immediately or within a day 
or two ceased spray-urination (in the case of A, only following the second 
fight). He more gradually, over a period of a few days or weeks, stopped scat
tering his dung, first omitting preceding kicks then diminishing the intensity of 
succeeding kicks until these became merely "token" ges·tures. He approached 
cows more hesitantly. When approached by the new a 0 , he stood giving snarls. 
However, deposed 00 did not vacate the territory. 

In the case of A, it was particularly clear how the deposed 0 orientated 
along the borders of the territory for 1-2 weeks following the takeover, tend
ing to locate himself just across on the neighbouring a 0 's side of the boundary. 
Notably, at one border he observed the new boundary established between X 
and the neighbouring a O. In two cases, sudden boundary shifts took place fol
lowing a changeover. In one case I observed the neighbouring a 0 spray-urinat
ing around in the transferred section (where he had not been seen previously) 
about 8-15 days after the transition. Subsequent sightings of the ao 0 con
cerned confirmed the new boundary locations, which thereafter remained stable. 

Two months after the occupation of H's territory by I, the old f3 0 N, who 
had been resident there for at least 3.3 years, left and occupied an area 1 km 
away. This locality had formed part of the territory of an a 0 who had dis ':' 
appeared three months earlier. N settled there and thereafter behaved as an a O. 

Some f3 00 exhibited profuse scarring, which may have been the marks of 
the fight in which they had lost a 0 status. 

4. Intra-group interactions 

Group companions while grazing commonly chose orientations which 
maintained them in close proximity. Frequently they grazed side by side for 
several minutes. If the individuals happened to drift apart, close spacing was 
restored by one individual turning and moving closer to the other before resum
ing grazing. Calves and sub adults were more active in moving nearer to a com
panion cow than vice versa (Table 16). The differing spacing typical of dif
ferent group types (Table 2) was the result of older animals tolerating greater 

Table 16: Intra-group interaction frequencies 

moving nearer initiation of tactile contact 

hours moves 
Group type intens . (times recorded) (times recorded) (times recorded) 

obverv. other other 
cow 

indiv. 
cow 

indiv. 
cow 

Cow + juvenile 37 4 13 7 1 2 

Cow + subadult 32 2 6 12 1 2 

Cow + cow 19 4 3 5 4 3 

Subadult + subadult 7 0 0 2 2 3 

Cow + several subadults 3 0 2 1 1 -
Temporary subadult with 30 0 20 15 0 0 

cow-subadult ~ dyad 

Cow + alpha ri' 47 0 n n 0 0 

':. By subadult companion of cow against temporary subadult. 
+ By temporary subadult against cow or her subadult companion. 
n = numerous. 

other 

indiv. 

6 

3 

1 

1 

-

3 

0 

threats 

(/ hour) 

other 
cow 

indiv. 

0 0 

0.3 0.07 

0.08 0 

0.4 0 

0 0.6 

0.3 O.g· 
0.06+ 

2.3 0 
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separations before moving nearer. In the case of two companIOn , cows, both 
individuals seemed equally active in moving nearer. 

Sometimes after moving nearer, or simply when passing by, one,.individual 
made tactile contact by rubbing its side against that of the other in passing, or 
occasionally by rubbing its head against the other's body. Cows initiated such 
tactile contacts with a calf or sub adult companion as well as vice versa. Accept
ance of such action probably has a proximity maintaining function. ': 

A change in location was initiated by one individual walking steadily in a 
certain direction. Frequently the companion followed almost similltaneously. 
If not, the initiator paused waiting after 10-15 m. Sometimes the initiator then 
returned to walk close past the companion, in some instances rubbing against it 
in passing, or making a panting sound as it moved thereby drawing its attention 
(this sound functioned in several contexts as a contact or proximity n:raintaining 
signal). In cow-calf and cow-subadult groups, most moves were initiated by the 
cow, though occasionally a cow followed a directed movement initiated by the 
younger individual. In a cow-multi-subadult group, the cow appeared the 
focus of the group. Though one of the subadults sometimes initiated a move by 
walking ahead, if the cow did not follow the move was abortiv~. Nearest neigh
bour analysis revealed no preferential associations between any of the subadults. 
In a three-subadult group, control was exerted by the older ~. Moves initiated 
by the other two were less likely to be followed. In even-aged homosexual sub
adult dyads, both individuals seemed equally able to initiate moves. In the case 
of the two companion cows, both were equally active in this regard. Sub adults 
that were only temporarily attached to a particular group maintained greater 
spacings and seemed to orientate to the group in general rather than to any 
specific individual. They were less attentive to the movements of the others, and 
sometimes got left behind when the group shifted on. In cow-a 0 associations it 
was always the a 0 that followed the movements of the cow. 

While moving, companions walked within a few metres of one another 
either in single file or side by side. The initiator of the move seldom led the 
move; calves and subadults tended more often to walk ahead of a cow than be
hind her. After settling to rest, close companions lay down almost touching. No 
supplanting interactions were observed between close companions in this con
text or any other. However, cows commonly advanced on accompanying a 0 0 
with a snort or snarl if the latter blocked their path of movement, and once a 
cow displaced an a 0 from a shade rest-place in this manner. Alpha 0 0 readily 
yielded to such threats. , 

Upon a disturbance (usually caused by detectjon of a human intruder), 
group companions ru~hed together making panting sounds. They then either ' 
stood with their rear ends tog~ther facing outwards in different directions, or 
stampeded off making pants. Juvenile calves always ran off ahead of their 
mothers, responding to any changes in direction 'by her. White rhinos rarely 
charged towards the source of a disturbance in the manner of black rhinos; cows 
with very small calves stayed close beside the infant. 00 hastened towards or 
after cows with pants, never vice versa. ' ' 

Threats between close companions were rare, being limited to an occasional 
soft snort when the companion moved close behind or beside. Two 11-12 year 
old sa 0 0 made 3 brief snarls during a 3.2 hour observation session, an unusu
ally high rate; but the significance of this is questionable" as other companion 
dyads occasionally had "off-days" when several threats were exchanged, while 
on other days none were recorded. In a three suba,dult group" the two sa~ ~ 
never exchanged snorts while under observation,' while the older sa~ ;directed 
several snorts or horn prodding movements at the sa 0 , and the latter snorted at 
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the younger sa~ on several occasions. Four months later the sa 0 broke away 
from the group leaving the two sa~~ together (and accordingly he has been 
regarded as a peripheral group member in compiling Table 16). Where several 
subadults were associated with the same cow, several exchanges of snorts or 
horn prodding gestures among them were noted. \Vhen additional subadults 
were temporarily associated with a cow-subadult dyad, the subadult companion 
of the cow was the more active in directing snorts and horn prods towards them. 
In cow-a 0 associations, the cow snorted or snarled if the bull approached 
closer than about 10 m. 

5. Reproductive behaviour 

Though reproduction was not seasonally restricted, seasonal variations 
were evident in the incidence of both oestrus and parturition. Peak oestrus 
levels, estimated by the proportion of cows being accompanied by a 0 , tended 
to occur in November and February, while few cows were accompanied by 00 
during the dry season months of July-September. Calving peaks were evident 
in March and July, in accordance with the estimated gestation period of sixteen 
months (allowing for some non-fertile oestruses). However, there were year to 
year variations which could be related to the prevailing rainfall regimes. Oestrus 
seemed to be stimulated by conditions of freshly sprouting green grass following 
ra111. 

The approach of oestrus was first indicated by a persistent association be
tween a cow and an a o. All such associations lasting more than a day or two 
could be related to probable oestrus. Cows known to have been pregnant (from 
subsequent parturition) were recorded as having an a 0 associated with them in 
only 2.5 % of sightings (N = 728) (compared with 13.0 %, N = 2499, for all 
cows combined), and none of these associations was seen to last longer than a 
day or two. The pre-oestrus consort period usually lasted 1-2 weeks (range 
4-20 days). The a 0 followed the cow everywhere in her movements, but there 
were no other signs of oestrus evident to me. The cow snorted or snarled if the 
a o came nearer than about 10-15 m, and the ao accordingly kept his distance 
from the cow, except in one set of circumstances. 

If -the cow's movements took her into the proximity of a territory bound
ary region, the a 0 hastened ahead squealing to stand in front of her blocking 
her progress (Fig.22). The a 0 made loud squeals, horn wiped, scraped and 
urinated sprays repeatedly (once 29 spray-urinations were recorded within 
122 min), and persistently moved to stay between the cow and the bound
ary. Sometimes there was a short confrontation, with snarls from the cow and 
squeals from the a 0, but almost always the a 0 succeeded in turning the cow 
back. Occasionally I disturbed the animals and the cow ran off past the a 0 ; in 
such cases the a 0 set off in haste after the cow attempting to cut her off, but if 
she got past him he did not pursue more than 100-200 m beyond his territory 
limits. There were four cases in which the a 0 encountered a neighbouring a 0 
at the boundary while blocking a cow, and a short confrontation developed, 
during which the cow slipped over the boundary. The cow was then joined by 
the new a 0 , and the previous a 0 did not follow. However, though the noise 
associated with such territory boundary blocking interactions was audible for 
several 100 m, neighbouring a 00 never crossed territory boundaries to inter
fere, even when they were close by. Usually an a 0 commenced territory bound
ary blocking manoeuvres about 100 m within his own territory limits, and po si-

, tions of such interactions confirmed territory boundary locations (see Fig. 8). 

Z. Tierpsychol. Bd . 38. HAt 4 24 
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Fig. 22: An a 0 (on the right) blocks the advance of a cow and calf at a territory border. 
The ears back posture of the a 0 is unusual, perhaps due to his being particularly hard pressed 

by this cow 

The onset of oestrus was indicated by the commencement of repeated 
courtship. a~vances by t~e. a O. The a 0 approached behind the cow making a 
whee~y h.ICcmg sound. I11ltlal advances were checked by separation maintaining 
vocahzatIOns from the cow. After several hours of persistent approaching, the 
a 0 was tolerated when he placed his chin briefly on the rump of the cow. 
Several app~oaches led to this position before the initial mounting attempts, and 
~sually t~e £Irst fe~ attempt.s were abortive. During later stages the cow emitted 
l1ttle sqUlrts of unne eac~ tlme the a 0 approached, though still resisting with 
snor~s and snarls. Son~etlmes ~n a 0 .m?unt~d a few times without achieving 
erectIOn, t?en full erect.lOn ~nd mtrom1SSlOn fmally occurred. Copulations lasted . 
!5-28 mm (N = 7), w1th. ejaculations every 2-3min revealed by rapid quiver
mg movements. CopulatIOn took 'place about 24 hours after the first hiccing 
~pproa.ches had been recorded, and only a single copulation took place, except 
m one mstance when copulation was repeated after an interval 'of three hours. 
The cO.nsort relati0ll:ship ~ersisted for a further 1-5 days. Some cows'-were not 
seen w1th an ao agam untIl after the birth of the calf 16 months later. However 
other cows ~ere rejoined by an a 0 a few days later, and it appeared that oestru~ 
recurred at mtervals of about 30 days if conception did not result. 

With one exception, (3 00 did not form such persistent attachments to cows 
though they sometimes followed after cows for a few hours. Of the seven copu~ 
lations observed, six were by a 00 , and one by a (3 0 . However, the latter was 
associated with unusual conditions. It took place in a section of the former home 
territory of the (3 0 concerned which had shortly before been transferred to the 
neighbouring territory in association with a territory takeover. There was no 
preceding or succeeding consort period by the (3 0 , nor was any a 0 seen with the 
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cow. The mating was evidently not fertile, since the cow was being persistently 
accompanied by an a 0 a month later. 

In two instances, (3 00 remained only 20-50 m away during courtship 
and mating, but displayed little excitement. In several other instances, (3 00 
moved past consort pairs showing little interest. Once an a 0 clashed horns 
briefly with a nearby (3 0 , but thereafter ignored his presence. Once a (3 0 made 
courtship advances towards a cow the day after she had been courted by the 
a o. The a 0 clashed horns briefly with the (3 0 three times, but the latter stayed 
close by for several more hours before wandering off. 

There was one case in which a (3 0 formed a consort attachment to a cow at 
a time when the a 0 was accom pan ying another cow. However, two days later 
the a 0 was seen courting and mating with the first cow, while the (3 0 moved 
around agitatedly nearby. After mating, the a 0 confronted the (3 0 and clashed 
horns three times, but then wandered off. The (3 0 remained with the cow and 
attempted courtship advances, but the cow warded off all further approaches. 
This (3 0 had been the a 0 in the neighbouring territory a year previously. 

Calves commenced nibbling at grass at two months and were grazing con
centratedly by four months. Nursing usually continued until the calf was about 
a year old, but in one case was prolonged as long as 18 months. Cows came into 
oestrus again when the calf was 6-12 months old, and intercalving intervals 
averaged 2.5 years (range 22 months to about three years, N = 29). The older 
calf was driven away by the mother at the time of the birth of the new calf; 
only two instances were recorded in which an older offspring later rejoined its 
mother and the new calf (out of 45 births observed). Juvenile mortality was 
low, only two calves under a year old disappearing and being presumed dead. 

IV. Discussion 

1. Characteristics of the social system 

Features of the social structure of the white rhinoceros include (i) the 
limited extent of group formation; (ii) the spatial dispersion of adult 0 0 in 
discrete areas, each occupied by one reproductively active 0 and perhaps one or 
more subsidiary 0 O. 

P 1jevious authors have reported the white rhinoceros to live in family 
groups or herds numbering up to 14 individuals (e. g. RIPLEY 1958, HEPPEs 
1958), contrasting this pattern with that of the more solitary black rhinoceros. 
However the group structure observed in this study differs only slightly from 
that reported for the black rhinoceros (KUNGEL and KUNGEL 1966, GODDARD 
1967, SCHENKEL and SCHENKEL-HULUGER 1969). In Zululand, HITCHINS (pers. 
corn.) found that 1.7 % of black rhino groupings included more than three indi
viduals, while for the white rhino in the same region the corresponding figure is 
3.4 % (this study). The largest black rhino grouping seen by HITCHINS included 
seven individuals, but this was probably a temporary aggregation. KUNGEL and 
KUNGEL (1966) reported an association of five black rhinos (two cows, a calf, 
a sub adult S? and a bull) in Ngorongoro Crater which remained together for 
four days. The main difference between the two species is that whereas in the 
black rhino subadults are usually found solitarily, in the white rhino subadult 
associations including several individuals are relatively common. This differ
ence may be partly a consequence of the much higher population densities main
tained by the white rhinoceros (3/km2 in Umfolozi Game Reserve overall) 
compared with those typical of the black rhinoceros (about 0.8/km2 in Hluhluwe 
Game Reserve and 0.3/km2 at Ngorongoro). What previous authors have prob-
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ably mis~nterpr~ted are temporary grazing or resting aggregaiions formed by 
whl~e rhmo,s, DIfferent groups may bunch together when disturbed, conveying 
the llTIpreSSlOn of a larger cohesive group. ' 

In the white rhinoceros, stable associations seem limited to dyadic attach
ments. These may be based either on a mother-offspring bond, cl "sllrrogate" 
mot,her-offspring bond between a cow lacking a calf and a subadult driven away 
by Its mother, or a close "friendship" between two subadults~ Larger groups 
arise mostly when several sub adults attach themselves to the same cow. The 
occasi<;mal ass?ciation,s between two adult S?S? and between young 00 nearing 
matunty are mterestmg as they presage the formation of multi-S? herds and 
bachelor ~ g:-oups by the more highly sociable ungulates. Evidence suggests that 
such assoClatlOns need not be based on a genetic relationship between the indi
viduals concerned. 
" The system o,f m~tually exclusive areas occupied by a 00 seems essentially 

sImIlar to the ternt,onal systems described for many African bovids (well docu
mented examples mclude kob Kobus kob, LEUTHOLD 1966, wildebeest Con
nochaetes taurinus, ESTES 1969, Thomson's gazelle Gazella thomsoni, WALTHER 
1964 and 1972 a, waterbuck Kobus defassa, SPINAGE 1969 and bontebok Dama
liscus dorcas, DAVID 1973), and also for Grevy's zebra Equus grevyi (KLINGEL 
1972), pronghorn Antilocapra americana (BRoMLEY 1969), vicuna Lama vicu
~na (KOFORD 1957), and black rhinoceroses in Zululand (HITCHINS 1972). As 
111 Thom.son's gazelle, the territories of white rhino 0 0 have sharply defined 
boundanes that are patrolled and scent marked. In this they differ from the 
centripetally focussed territories of wildebeest and bontebok 00 , for which 
boundaries seem diffuse. Territory sizes observed for Umfolozi white rhinoc
~roses are not large in relation to the body size of the animals, being exceeded 
m extent by those of Grevy's zebra (2.7-10.5 km2, KLINGEL 1972), black rhi
noceros (4 km2, HITCHINS 1972), sable antelope Hippotragus niger (2.5 + km2, 
ESTES 1974) and tsessebe Damaliscus lunatus (2-4 km2, JOUBERT 1972). How
ever for an introduced population of white rhinos in Kyle National Park, 
Rh~des~a, where the popul~tion density was 0.7 Ikm2

, CONDY (1973) found 
tern tones to be 5-11 km'2 m extent. 

Spatial location in relation to the territorial structuring strongly influences 
the r~ature ?f be~aviour~l i~teractions among 00 . Unlike wildebeest, neigh
bour~ng whIte rhmo tern~onal 0 0 do not actively seek meetings; encounters 
seeiTImgly occur only ~cCldentally when two 00 happen to patrol the same 
boundary at the same time. In border confrontations, conflicting tendencies to 
a,dva~ce and with,draw are s~rikingly displayed, and actions appear highly 
n~u~hsed. ~g~resslve tendencIes are redirected in the form of vigorous horn 
wII?mg, or,lllTIlted to mome~tary hor1(- clashes. A charge can be interpreted as an 
actlOn w,hlch serves to c?nflrm the status of the other rhino. Alpha 00 meet 
charges sde~tly" o~her rhmos make snarls. Horn wiping appe,ars in several con
texts, but smce It IS performed only by a 0 0 it can serve as a manifestation of 
presence which also i?-entifies stat~ls. a ~ 0 on their home territories confidently 
approach all oth,er rhmos. S':lch actlOn d~f~ers from the hesitant approaches made 
?y, al~ other rhmos and wIthout reqUlnng further emphasis functions as an 
mtlmldatory challenge. It seems that, in order to maintain relative status, an 
a? must always respond to such a challenge by a neighbour with corresponding 
dIsplay:, even when tre~passi~g on the, neighbour's territory. However, in the 
latter clr~umstances the mtr';1dmg a 0 YIelds ground steadily until he regains his 
own terntory. Apart from ,m frequent contests for territory ownership, fights 
may also develop when an mtruder meets a neighbour some distance from his 
own territory limits. Unfortunately, support for this is based on a single obser..: 
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vation only. Further observations would also be desirable to support another 
suggested pattern: that an a 0 , on crossing the boundary from the neighbouring 
territory to the territory once removed, apparently suddenly switches to the 
behaviour patterns of a (3 0 . This suggests that a 0 0 recognize not only their 
own territory limits, but also those of neighbouring territories. 

The loud roars of (3 00 in the snarl display contrast strongly with the silent 
confrontations of a 00 . To a human observer the snarl display appears strongly 
intimidatory, especially when coupled with advancing steps or horn waving 
gestures (and was accordingly misinterpreted by PLAYER and FEELY 1960). 
However, gestures suggestive of fear are evident on close observation: the over
all tenseness of the posture, which contrasts with the relaxed bearing of the con
fronting a 0 ; a tendency to step backwards, or make intention movements to do 
so; the rise in pitch of the roar to a shrill shriek at any move by the a 0 sugges
tive of attack; and a curling of the tail. The snarl display when adopted by (3 00 
appears to function as a defensive threat. It signals clearly that the displayer is 
not challenging, while maintaining a position in which he is able to defend ,him
self if necessary. The use of such a display, rather than withdrawal, can be 
understood on the basis of the physical characteristics of the white rhinoceros. 
Subtle visual gestures of submission are likely to pass unnoticed by a rival en
dowed with such poor vision. Running is energetically highly expensive in s.o 
large an animal, and furthermore exposes the fleeing animal to attack from the 
rear unless it is capable of outdistancing the pursuer (notably only sub adults or 
young adult 0 0 respond by fleeing). There is no safe refuge to which a (3 0 can 
retreat; on adjoining territories he is liable to be challenged by other a 0 0 , and 
there is no unclaimed ground. A (3 0 's best strategy is accordingly to stand his 
ground ready to deflect attacking moves by the challenger, repeatedly assert non
challenge, and wait until the challenger tires and goes away. On the part of the 
challenging a 0 , an attack if pushed through would draw forth defensive re
sponses, exposing the a 0 to the risk of receiving injuries himself. Having con
firmed that the other 0 is not a challenger, he wastes no further time and energy 
and moves away. 

Beta 0 0 are equivalent in status to the non-territorial 0 0 which typically 
group into "bachelor herds" in the more sociable ungulates. In some species, f~r 
example wildebeest (EsTEs 1969), such bachelor 00 are excluded from the tern
torYJmosaic and occupy peripheral marginal habitat. They are tolerated within 
territories, to varying degrees, in Grevy's zebra (KLINGEL 1972), Grant's gazelle 
Gazella granti (WALTHER 1972a), bontebok (DAVID 1973) and impala Aepy
ceros melampus (JARMAN and JARMAN 1974), but range through several terri
tories. In the white rhino, there is the unusual situation in which such "bachelor 
00 " restrict their movements mostly to the territory of a single territorial O. 
Since all available habitat is divided up into territories, it seems most advanta
geous for a white rhino (3 0 to settle in a particular territory, gradually habituate 
the resident a 0 to his presence so that challenges become less frequent, and 
conserve time and energy until an opportunity to challenge for a 0 status occurs. 
As in the social bovids, the status of bachelor or .(3 0 is only a temporary phase 
in the life of an adult 0 ; though the time scale is considerably more drawn out 
in the white rhino. The occasional wandering movements made by (3 00 can be 
interpreted as exploratory sallies to investigate the situation in surrounding 
territories. ' " 

Elsewhere (OWEN-SMITH 1971) it was suggested that the presence of sub-
sidiary 00 could be a consequence of high population density. However, it 
seems more.likely that the class of (3 0 is a typical feature of white rhino social 
organization. There will probably always be present some young and aged indi-
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viduals incapable of maintaining the status of a 0 , plus a few .prime 00 await
ing opportunities in favourable areas rather than dispersing Out into less pro-
pitious conditions. . 

On the part of a 00 , it is difficult for animals unable to detect intruders at 
ranges exceeding 50-70 m to maintain surveillance over an area of 2 Inn2 , and 
actively exclude all intruding 00 . Instead, a 0 0 simply challenge other 0 0 
when encountered, forcing them to demonstrate whether they have tendencies 
to reciprocate the challenge. If they show submis.sion, they are left on the terri
tory. The recurring brief confrontations of resident f3 0 0 serve to reinforce 
periodically the relative status of the two individuals. Notably, no f3 0 was ever 
observed to depose the a 0 in the same territory. 

Direct interactions between neighbouring a 0 0 occur too infrequently to 
account for the observed stability in territory boundary locations. The scent 
marking system seems of prime significance here. The concentration of spray
urina tion sites along boundaries seems adequate . to delineate their location and 
provide evidence of the continued presence of the neighbouring a 0 , without a 
need for direct interactions. Dungheaps on the other hand are more widely dis
persed. Kicking movements could transfer dung scent to the feet and thereby 
distribute it more widely, as was suggested by GODDARD (1967) for the black 
rhino. However, though a 0 0 frequently made use of border dungheaps while 
patrolling boundaries, there was no evidence that they did so particularly be
fore beginning a patrol. Dungheaps provide focal points for investigation, and 
potentially reveal the presence in the vicinity of other individuals of all classes 
(RIPLEY'S [1958J suggestion that they function as "family bulletin boards" 
therefore has some merit, if the word "family" is deleted). The conspicuous 
presence of the scent of the a 0 on the dungheap emphasises his occupation of 
the locality in which the dungheap is situated. The large border dungheaps, 
which probably consist mainly of the dung of the a 0 , could demonstrate to 
neighbours his continued residence. However, such information seems redun
dant, being supplied also by spray-urination sites. 

Such scent marks could function either by reassuring the originator that he 
is on home ground, or by repelling rivals. In practice it is difficult to separate 
these alternatives. On one side of a territory boundary an a 0 is surrounded 
primarily by his own scent marks, on the other mainly by the scent marks of 
the neighbour; it is the difference between these two situations which is likely 
to affect his relative confidence. 

There is, however, evidence that in the white rhino scent marks have sig
nificance not only for the originator. f3 0 0 observed the same boundaries as ' 
a 00 , though they did not exhibit special scent marking patterns. Newly 
resident a 0 0 exhibited no difficulties jin orientating to the limits of the terri
tory they had just occupied. Two such 00 were watched veering back after 
exploring across a boundary. Such 00 could only have identified boundary 
locations on the basis of the scent marks of the previous resident and the neigh
bours. In cases where neighbouring a 0 0 claimed extra ground at the time of a 
territory changeover, apparently they detected the absence of fresh scent marks 
of the former a 00 , and established their own scent marks on the area before 
the new ao had established his (otherwise trespassing was rare). Notably, a 
deposed 0 orientated himself along the neighbours' sides of boundary lines, as 
if avoiding the area scent marked by the ascendant rival but at the same time 
fearful of intruding further into the areas scent marked by neighbours. Finally, 
I had the impression that wandering 00 seemed frequently to move along 
territory boundary regions while passing through a strange area. 
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2. Relationship to concepts of terri.toriality and dominance 

Territoriality is conventionally identified ~n ~he basis of a ."defel:ded 
area", following NOBLE (1939). Ho:veve~, the cnte~lOn o~ defence IS .dlffIcult 
to substantiate in the case of the white rhmo. The dlstractmg teleologIcal ~on
notations can be avoided by accepting as examples of "defence" any. actlOns 
which demonstrably cause another animal to move away from, or deSIst from 
approaching, some geographically fixed spatial area. 

Clearly, white rhino territories ar~ not ~efended against.reside!lt or intrud
ing f3 00 , since they are not necessanly dnven away (an mtrudm.g (3 0 n~ay 
choose to stay and settle). Also, border confrontations between nelgl:bounng 
a 0 0 do not demonstrate defence; the neighbouring 0 woul~ not have mt~uded 
even if there had been no confrontation. Only cases in whIch ~ tr.espassmg 0 
retreated before a resident's advance can be accepted as exemphfymg defence. 
However, these were rare, only four being observed in three an? a hal.f y~ars of 
concentrated observation; perhaps too rare to serve. as.~ ,practlc,al cn~enon. It 
may be argued that border confrontations probably 1~1hlblt later m~ruslOns, ~nd 
thereby function as a form of "indirect defence", whIle ~cent markmg constltu
tes a further form of "indirect defence". However, thIS can only be substan
tiated by demonstrating that other a,o 0 .in fac,t rarely trespass o,n the marke? 
and patrolled territorial space; whIch 1S eqUlvalent to followmg PITELKA s 
(1959) definition of territory as an "exclusive area": The existence of such ex
clusive areas can be demonstrated clearly and uneqUlvocally, but, e~cept where 
active interception and driving out occurs, the mec?a~1isms by whl~h such ex
clusion is maintained may remain hypothetical. ThIS IS, espe~lall'y l~kely to ~e 
the case for the more olfactorally orientated mammals m whIch mdlrect ma11l
festations of presence by scent marking, coupled. with avoi~ance of areas .sce~t 
marked by rivals, are probably the main mec~a~1lsm~ by whIch ~uch exclu,slO1: IS 

maintained. Other authors have also found dlfflcultles m applymg the cnte,non 
of defence to mammals, for example SCHENKEL (1966) (who proposed substltut
ing "intolerance"), LEUTHO~D (1970~ (who used indirect evide:1ce) and WAL
THER (1972b) (who emphasIzed the Importance of sharply delmeate~ bOU1:d
aries). However, white rhino territorial 0 0 tolera,te ~ 0 0 and .a 00 passmg 
th:ough to water, while wildebeest and blesbok terntones have dIffuse bound-
anes. 

)A territory is perhaps better char~ct,erised, behavi?urally in terms of 
EMLEN'S (1957) definition, as th~ area wlt~m w~11ch a reSIdent ~hows supr~me 
dominance with respect to certam categone~ of l~truder. T?e dIsplays tYPIcal 
of a 0 0 can be seen as manifestations of thIS clanll to dommance. Another 0 
can respond to such displays either by submissive displays, by ret~e~t, or. by 
reciprocation, Alternati:rely th~ area occupie~ by a dom~nance clanllmg r~val 
may be avoided. If dommant dIsplays are recIprocated Wlt~OUt re~reat, a fIght 
is the likely result. A territory transfer involves a change m dommance status 
within its area and associated with this, a change in a whole set of coupled be
haviour patter~1s by the 0 0 concerned. The rapidity of the switch suggests that 
the underlying physiological coupling is neurological rather than h?rmona~; 
though testosterone levels may subsequently respond to the change m domI
nance status, as was demonstrated for rhesus macaques by, ROSE et ~l, (197~) 
and suggested for impala (BRAMLEY and N EAvEs 1972). It IS the spatlallocal:
zation of dominance that distinguishes territoriality from other forms of domI-
nance relationship. . . . 

Where .two f3 0 0 share the same territory, there is no evident dlfference 111 

their relative status; both are · subordinate to the resident a O. Among' S? S? and 
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subadults, the concept of dominance has little significahce. No supplanting 
interactions were observed, competitive situations with regard to food do not 
arise, and threats seem related merely to the maintenance of a small "personal 
space" (MARLER and HAMILTON 1966). A cow appears dominant when she dis
places an accompanying a 0 from a shade rest-place, but at a boundary it is the 
o that forces the cow to yield. The strategy of the accompanying 0 is simply 
that likely to be most effective in keeping the cow within his territory until she 
is receptive to mating. 

The ultimate significance of dominance is iri enhancing access to some sig
nificant resource for the more dominant individual. White rhino a 0 0 not only 
accept other rhinos within their territories, but even allow them to graze close 
by unhindered. Food is of a relatively uniform quality over wide areas, and 
under such conditions it appears more advantageous for a 0 to concentrate on 
rapid intake of food rather than expend energy driving away competitors (as 
argued by KRUUK (1972) in explaining hyena feeding strategies). The signifi
cance of dominance appears only in the sphere of reproductive rights. Resident 
(3 00 do not contest matings, and neighbouring a 00 do not intrude across 
territory boundaries even in the presence of oestrous ~~. The -long drawn out 
courtship and copulation hence proceed without interference. Territoriality can 
thus be seen as a system partitioning access to oestrous ~~ among competing 
00 , whereby each a 0 has unrestricted access to oestrous ~~ within his own 
territory limits. 

3. Selective consequences of territorial dominance 

Selection may operate through enhanced access to survival influencing re
sources, increased reproductive opportunities, or improved progeny viability 
(CROOK 1972, GOSS-CUSTARD et al. 1972). The selective consequences of the 
spatial dominance exerted by white rhino a 00 for each of these processes needs 
to be appraised more critically. 

(a) Survival. The food resources of a territory are shared by the a 0 with 
one or more (3 00 and numerous cows and subadults. There is evidently some 
pressure on 00 to disperse to less crowded areas; the adult sex ratio in the 
western section of Umfolozi where habitat conditions were particularly favour
able, was 0.67 0 : 1~, compared with an overall. population average of 
0.80 0 : 1 ~ (OWEN-SMITH 1973). This is equivalent to a reduction in adult 0 
density by 16 %, but in total white rhino biomass by only 51/ 2 %. This effect 
seems relatively insignificant. In compensation a 0 0 are prevented from gain
ing access to particular stretches of gra~sland which might offer temporarily 
favourable grazing conditions where th(fse lie outside their territory limits. 

It was suggested by WYNNE-EDWARDS (1962) that territorial exclusion 
could provide an upper limit to population density thereby preventing over
utilization of food resources; such benefits to the population having arisen 
through interdemic selection. However, there was no evidence that the terri
torial system of 0 0 had any influence on either the density of ~~ or on their 
fecundity, though habitat deterioration was causing serious concern. Thus it can 
have n6 population regulatory function. 

At wallows and rest-places, individuals of all social categories tolerated 
spacings even less than those usually maintained while feeding. Predato.r evasion 
benefits can be discounted in a species in which adults are virtually invulner
able to non-human predation. 
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Notably ~~ do not exhibit territorial exclusion, though they would benefit 
from any significant survival enhancing consequences; while their food supply 
is of critical significance also to the survival of their offspring. 

(b) Reproduction. The reproductiv:e contrib~tion of certain o.? may . be 
enhanced by (i) delaying the reproductive matunty of sub adults, (ll) causmg 
the death or emigration of a proportion of adults, (iii) producing an unequal 
apportionment of mating opportunities among remaining 00 . 

(i) The sex ratio for all individuals over about six years of age was esti
mated to be 0.98 0 : 1 ~; while for socially mature adults it was 0.8 ~ : 1. ~ 
(OWEN-SMITH 1973). This resulted because ~~ attained socio-sexual maturity 
at 6-7 years (upon the birth of their first calf) and 00 at 11-12 year~ (upon 
taking up solitary residence in a territory). The consequent reproductIve en-
hancement accruing to mature 0 0 is 1.2 times. . 

(ii) The adult sex ratio in prime habitats was 0.67 0 : 1 ~ compared with 
0.8 0 : 1 ~ overall. 0 0 resident in such favourable habitats consequently 
enhanced their reproductive access to ~~ by a further 1.2 times. 

(iii) Within prime habitats about one third of the adult 0 0 had (3 0 status 
and were excluded from mating (with only rare exceptions). This enhanced 
reproduction by a 0 0 by a further 1.5 times. 

Thus by maintaining territorial dominance in a favourable region an indi
vidual 0 can increase his reproductive contribution by about 2.7 times on the 
average. Certain individuals would fa~e even better. The ~ost favour~ble st,:dy 
area territory held an average populatIOn of 4.2 cows dunng the matmg penod 
(see Table 10). However less variability is evident in the proportion of time spent 
consorting with ~~ by individual a 0 0 (Table 17). It is concluded that the most 

Table 17: Relative reproductive potentials of individual a. 0 0 
occupying territories in the central study area 

Alpha r:! C L X I 

total no. days seen 135 170 97 204 

propn. days accompany ing AD ~ .40 .41 .41 .30 

mean AD~ popul. in territ. 4.2 3.8 2.7 2.8 

A 

65 

.32 

1.5 

successful a 0 o probably enhance their mat~ng oppor~,:niti~s by between 3 and 
4 times while holding a 0 status. However, smce transItIOns I.n s~a~us tak~ place, 
the overall reproductive enhancement integrated over an mdlvldual hfespan 
would be lower. 

, (c) Progeny viability. 00 do ~ot remain. with ~~ after m.ating and thus 
exert no direct influence on the survIval of theIr offspnng. As dIscussed above, 
the effects of the slight reduction in population density achieved on food access 
by kin seem likely to be slight. . 

The selective advantage achieved by prime 0 0 in terms of enhanc.ed ~e
productive opportunities clearly outweighs other conseq.uences of the t~rn~or.lal 
system for genetic fitness. It may be concluded accordmgly that ternt~nahty 
has arisen through a process of intrasexual selection among 00 competmg for 
limited mating opportunities. However, there are alternative systemJ of order
ing reproductive competition which can result in e:ren hi&her matmg s.uccess 
accruing to prime 0 0 (OWEN-SMITH, in prep.). Thus It remams to be consIdered 
why territoriality has been fav<;)Ured evolutionarily, rather than some alterna-' 
tive form of regulation of mating competition among 00 . 
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4. Evolutionary origins of territoriality 

This leads to a consideration of the explanatory arguments put forward 
by ESTES (1974), JARMAN (1974) and GEIST (1974a and b). 

ESTES contended that territoriality was a primitive bovid trait which had 
been lost only by the most highly advanced species. Being regarded as a primi
tive ungulate group, the rhinoceroses might therefore be expected to retain 
territoriality. However, though territoriality has been reported for all three 
rhinoceros species which have been studied adequately, the form it takes in the 
Indian rhinoceros (Rhinoceros unicornis) is quite different from that in the two 
African species. Individuals of both sexes drive away other rhinos from small 
grazing areas (covering about 10 000 m2

) on the meadows surrounding ponds, 
and also reportedly defend separate sleeping territories (ULLRICH 1964). During 
the mating season there are wild chases in which individual 0 0 drive oestrous 
Si? Si? well away from their usual haunts (RIPLEY 1952) (perhaps thereby achiev
ing spatial separation from competing (0 ). Thus reproductive territories are 
not general in the rhinoceroses. Work on primates suggests that social systems 
are responsive to prevailing ecological circumstances (CROO~ 1970), and the 
primitive-advanced dichotomy furthermore does not explain why territoriality 
has been lost in supposedly more advanced species. 

JARMAN, considering only antelopes, proposed that feeding styles under 
the influence of predation determine grouping patterns, and also influence body 
size, habitat choice and degree of localization. Accordingly, highly selective 
feeders on particular plant parts are generally solitary or pair forming, relying 
on concealment to escape predators; while relatively gross feeders eating grass 
or browse at varying growth stages aggregate in large cohesive herds which may 
confront predators in mass. In species with small to medium sized Si? herds, terri
toriality is superimposed by o competition for mating rights. In species form
ing very large Si?-herds (such as the African buffalo Syncerus caffer and perhaps 
the eland Taurotragus oryx), a number of 00 are simultaneously associated 
and a rank hierarchy prevails. 

\Vhile the white rhinoceros is a relatively unselective feeder, like the Afri
can buffalo, it contrastingly does not form large herds. This can be accounted 
for on the basis of its relative invulnerability to predation as a factor promoting 
group formation, since a solitary adult is likely to be successful in warding off 
a lion or any other predator except man. Notably, groups are based largely on 
associations by subadults, which are more vulnerable to predation. Con
sequently upon the small Si? groupings and their relatively localized movements, 
territoriality by adult 0 0 is predicted. 

However, JARMAN'S arguments do not account for the absence of territori
ality. in some ungulate groups, notably most north temperate cervids and 
capnnes. 

GEIST noted the vast seasonal superabundance of food in 'relation to popu
lation levels during summer in temperate regions. This enables 0 0 to store 
energy in the form of fat, and expend it later in vigorous dominance and court
ship interactions during a brief rut. In tropical regions, population levels remain 
closer to carrying capacity year round so that energy available for storage is 
more limited, while breeding seasons are commonly extended. The high plant 
diversity and productivity typical of tropical regions further increases the pre
dictability of food and hence also Si? locations, favouring territorial localization. 
Thus territoriality is prevalent in tropical species, but with rare exceptions 
(pronghorn, roe deer) is absent in north temperate ungulates. A need to re
duce the incidence of combat can also be related to morphology, particularly ' 
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that of wea-pons. Small injuries may become fatal where predator density is 
high, as is typical of tropical areas. Highly developed horns or antlers allow 
vigorous contests with relatively low risk of serious injuries, while species with 
dangerous weapons (e. g. sharply pointed horns) should fight less frequently. 

GEIST'S arguments can be extended further (OWEN-SMITH in prep.). The 
wide roaming habits and vigorous contesting possible for north temperate ungu
lates permits higher reproductive gains by the most successful 0 0 than those 
attained in a territorial system. Under conditions of more limited energy sur
pluses, 0 0 are forced to play for more limited gains, otherwise lifespans would 
be attenuated and hence overall reproductive fitness lower. Territoriality seems 
the most efficient way of organizing reproductive competition with the lowest 
expenditure of energy and injury risks. 

Validation of these arguments requires more critical information than is 
currently available on energy intakes and outputs, and on the frequency and 
nature of interactions in a variety of species. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that territoriality in the white rhinoceros 
has probably been favoured evolutionarily by the following conditions: (i) re
latively unselective feeding habits and low predation risk related to large size, 
leading to 0 0 being dispersed singly and relatively localized in their movements; 
(ii) relatively small seasonal variations in forage productivity in relation .to 
population levels, which limit energy surpluses; (iii) morphology including 
directly functional horns which increase the injury risk in combats; (iv) ex
tended reproductive season, requiring year-round reproductive readiness by 
00 ; (v) prolonged courtship and mating sequence which would be especially 
vulnerable to interference by other 00 . 
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Summary 

The social system of the white rhinoceros is analysed in fundamental terms 
to allow consideration of the evolutionary importance of phylogeny, morp.ho
logy, ecology and energetic factors. Data were collected during a 31/2 year fIeld 
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study carried out in the Umfolozi-Corridor-Hluhluwe game reserve complex in 
South Africa. All animals, except for some immatures, were recognized individ
ually, and radio telemetry was used by follow the moveinents of 10 individuals. 
Two social categories of adult 0 were distinguished and termed ,a 0 0 and /3 0 o. 
S?S? up to 7 years and 00 up to 10-12 years were regarded as subadults'. 

Cows were accompanied either by a single offspring or by one or more 
subadults (the largest group numbering seven); infrequently two adult S?S? were 
associated together. Cow home ranges covered about 10-15 km2

, with a core 
area of 6-8 km2 favoured during optimum conditions. The home range was 
extended by corridors leading to permanent water supplies during the late dry 
season. Cow home ranges overlapped extensively and no discrete home range 
groups could be distinguished. In encounters, cows usually ignored one another 
or approached for reciprocal nasonasal contact, which sometimes developed into 
playful horn wrestling. Sometimes mild threats (snorts) were used to maintain 
a small personal space. 

Subadults not with cows were associated in subadult groups including up 
to 5 individuals of both sexes, but groups larger than two were unstable. Some 
subadults occupied settled home ranges while others shifted about seminomadic
ally. Sub adults frequently engaged in nasonasal contacts and horn wrestling 
with other sub adults and with cows. 

Group companions maintained close spacings, usually less than 5 m. A cow 
was always the control animal if present, or alternatively a sub adult S? Where 
two cows or two even-aged subadults of the same sex were associated together, 
both individuals were equally active in influencing moves. Dominance inter
actions were absent. 

All adult 0 0 were basically solitary, except for temporary periods of 
attachment to oestrous cows by a 0 O. Alpha 0 0 occupied mutually exclusive 
territories year-round, and each territory was shared by 0-3 /3 00 . Boundaries 
were sharp and patrolled by neighbouring a 00. Alpha 0 0 scent-marked by 
spray urination and by scattering their dung at dungheaps. Other rhinos used 
the same dungheaps, but did not scatter their dung and urinated in a stream. 
Within their home territories a 00 confidently approached other rhinos. At 
borders, there were ritualised confrontations between neighbouring a 0 O. In
trusions were rare, except in the late dry season when 0 0 had to cross other 
territories to water. Intruding 00 were challenged by a horn to horn confron
ta tion, then the resident a 0 moved a wa y. An intruding ,neighbouring a 0 re
treated steadily if confronted; a 00 on distant territories and /3 00 stood de
fensively with loud snarls. This snarl display was used also by cows and 
subadults. Beta 0 0 sharing the same home territory were challenged less fre- ' 
quently and more briefly by resident a 00 , and showed no avoidance. Territory 
changes involved the assumption of a 0 status by a new 0 ; while the former a 0 
assumed /3 0 behaviour patterns, but did not vacate the territory. "Some /3 00 
later became a 0 0 , but always in a different territory. 

Reproduction was year-round with seasonal fluctuations. There was a pre
oestrus consort period during which the accompanying a 0 confined the cow 
within his territory by blocking her at boundaries. Courtship advances consist
ing of hiccing approaches spanned 24 hours, and copulation lasted 16-28 mi
nutes. With one exception /3 00 did not form consort relationships, and the 
single observed copulation by a /3 0 took place in unusual circumstances. Beta 
o 0 did not interfere with matings and neighbouring a 00 did not intrude 
across boundaries. 

The limited extent of group formation is related to the relative invulner
ability of adults to predation on account of their large size. Groups seem based 
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on mother-offspring bonds, or a surrogate mother-offspring relationship be
tween a cow and an unrelated subadult, or on friendships between two sub-
adults. 

Relationships among 0 '0 are characterized as a spatially localized d?mi-
nance exerted by each a 0 within his home territory. Other 00 respond elther 
by avoidance or by submissive displays. Scent marks seem important in main
taining spatial exclusion, but direct interactions are infrequent, and there are 
difficulties in invoking concepts of "defence". This territorial dominance has 
little influence on food access or population regulation, and its exclusive func
tional significance is to confer unhindered access to oestrus S?S? It has appar
ently evolved through intrasexual selection as a system regulating reproductive 
competition among 00 . By maintaining territorial dominance in favourable 
areas, individual 0 0 may enhance their reproductive success by a factor. of 
3-4 times. However, this gain is lower than that possible in other matmg 
systems. It is suggested that the evolution of territoriality has b~en favoured .by 
(i) relatively limited food surpluses for energy storage, makmgmore a~uve 
forms of contest less successful, (ii) small relatively localized S?S? groupmgs, 
fiii) potentially high injury risks associated with combat, (iv) the extended 
~eproductive ~eason and drawn out courtship. 

Z usammenfassung 

Die Grundziige , des Sozialsystems des W ei~en N ashorns wurden anal ysiert, 
um die Bedeutung phylogenetischer, morphologisch~r, okologischer u~d ene~.?e
tischer Faktoren fiir die Evolution abzuschatzen. Dle Daten wurden m 31/2ph
riger Freilandarbeit im Umfo~ozi-Korrido!-~luhluwe. Wildreserva~-K.Ol,?-plex 
in Siidafrika gesammelt. Alle Tlere (au~er emlgen Junguerer:) waren mdlvlduel~ 
bekannt. IVIit Radio-Telemetrie wurden die Wege von 10 Tleren verfolgt. Zwel 
soziale Kategori'en von adulten 00 , a- 0 0 und /3- 00 , werden unterschieden. 
S?S? bis zu 7 Jahren und 00 bis zu 10-12 Jahren gelten als Subadulte. . 
, Kiihe werden entweder von einem einzelnen Jungtier oder von emem 

oder mehreren Subadulten begleitet (die gro~te Gruppe umfa~te 7 Individuen); 
manchmal schlossen sich auch zwei S?S? zusammen. Der Aktionsbereich von 
Kiihen betrug etwa 10-15 km2 mit einem Kernstiick von ~-8 km2

, das unt~r 
optimalen Bedingungen bevorzugt wurde. In fortgeschnttener Tr.ockenze~t 
wurde das Streifgebiet iiber Korridore zu Dauer-Wasserstellen erweltert. Dle 
Streifgebiete der Kiihe iiberlappten betrachtlich. Bei Begegnungen ignorierten 
Kiihe einander gewohnlich oder naherten sich zu gegenseitigem Nasonasal-Kon
takt, der manchmal in spielerisches Horn-Ringen iiberging. Manchmal schufen 
schwache Drohungen (Schnauben) einen kleinen Individu.al-Abstan~L . . 

Subadulte ohne Kiihe war in Subadulten-Gruppen bls zu 5 Indlvlduen bel
derlei Geschlechts vereinigt, doch waren Gruppen von mehr als 2 unbesrandig. 
Manche Subadulte besetzten dauerhafte Streifgebiete, andere zogen halbnoma
disch umher. Subadulte waren ofter in naso-nasale Kontakte und Hornldmpfe 
mit anderen Kiihen oder Subadulten verwickelt. 

Gruppenmitglieder blieben nahe beisammen - im allgemeinen unter 5. m. 
Wenn anwesend war eine Kuh oder ein subadultes S? das ma~gebende Tler. 
Waren zwei Kiihe oder zwei gleichaltrige Subadulte gleichen Geschlechts bei
sammen, so beeinflu~ten beide Tiere gleicherma~en die Ortsveranderungen. 
Dominanzanzeichengab es nicht. . .. 

Alle adulten 00 waren im Grunde solitar, mit Ausnahme der zeltwelh-
gen Vergesellschaftung mi t briinstigen Kiihen. a- 0 0 besetzten wahrend des 
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ganzen Jahres Reviere und teilten diese mit 0-3 (3- 00 . Die 'Grenzen waren 
scharf und wurden von benachbarten a- 00 kontrolliert. a- a 0 setzen Duft
marken, indem sie Urin verspritzen und Dung an Dunghaufen verteilen. Andere 
N~s~orne~ bC!lUtzen dieselben Dunghaufen, verteilen aber den Dung nicht und 
un11leren m emem Strahl. Innerhalb ihrer Reviere naherten sich a-'o 0 anderen 
Nashornern selbstsicher. An Grenzen kam es zu ritualisierten Konfrontationen 
zwischen ~enachbart.en a- 0 o. Eindrin~linge gab es fast nur in fortgeschrittener 
Trockenzelt, wenn dIe 00 fremde Revlere kreuzen muihen um Wasser zu errei
chen. Eindringende 0 0 w~rden mit einer Horn-zu-Hor~-Begegnung heraus
gefordert, da~n entfer.nte slch das ansassige a- o. Ein eindringendes benachbar
tes ~- 0 zog slch bel emer Herausforderung langsam zuriick; a- 0 0 entfernter 
Revlere und (3- 00 verhielten sich defensiv und brummten laut. Diese Laute 
waren auch von Kiihen und Subadulten zu horen. (3- 0 0 desselben Reviers wur
?-en dur.ch ansassige a- 0 0 weniger oft und kiirzer herausgefordert und wichen 
lhnen 11lcht aus. Veranderungen in einem Revier traten ein, wenn ein neues 0 
a-Status annahm; das friihere a- 0 ging zu (3- 0 -Verhalten iiber verlie~ aber das 
Revier nicht. Einige (3- 0 0 wurden a- 0 0, ab er immer in ander~n Revieren. 

Die Fortpflanzung ~r~treckt si~h iib~r d~s ganze Jahr, mit jahreszeitlichen 
Schwankungen. Im Prae-Ostrus schhe~t slch em a- 0 der Kuh an und hindert sie 
am Verlassen seines Reviers, indem er sie an den Grenzen stoppt. Das Werben 
~auert 24 Std. und bes~eht a~s ~nnah.en~ng mit "Hick"-Lauten. Eine Kopula
tlOn dau.ert .16-:-28 mm. Ma emer emzlgen Ausnahme bildeten (3- 0 0 keine 
~aare; dIe. emzlge beobachtete. Kopul~tio~ ein~s (3- 0 erfolgte unter ungewohn
hchen Bedmgungen. (3- 0 0 gnffen 11lcht m dIe Paarung ein und benachbarte 
a- 0 0 iiberschritten die Reviergrenzen nicht. ' 

Die geringe Gruppenbildung hangt mit der relativen Unverwundbar
keit d~r Adulttiere zu~ammen. Gruppen s~hei~e? auf Mutter-Kind-Bind\lngen 
zu basleren (auch auf emer Pflegemutter-Kmd-Bmdung) oder auf einer Freund
schaft zwischen zwei Subadulten. 

Die Beziehu.ngen zwis~hen 00 .sind durch die raumlich begrenzte Domi
n~nz der a~ 0 0 mnerhalb lhres ReVlers charakterisiert. Andere 0 0 reagieren 
mlt Auswelchen oder Unterwerfung. Duftmarken scheinen fiir die Aufrecht
erhaltung der Grenzen wichtig, direkte Zusammensto~e sind selten. 

Diese territoriale ~omina~z hat wenig Einflu~ auf die Erhaltung des Nah
rungs~ngebotes oder dIe ~eguherung der Populationsdichte; wichtig ist sie zur 
ungehmderten Paarung. Sle entstand offenbar durch intrasexuelle Selektion um 
d~e Konk~rren~ z.wis~hen. den 0 ~ wahrend der Fortpflanzung zu reguli~ren. 
Emzelne c5 0 , dIe m gun~tlgen Gebleten ansassig sind, haben 3-4 mal so gro~en 
F~:tpflanzung~erfolg Wle andere. Trotzdem bieten and ere Paarungs-Systeme 
gro~ere VorteIle. Man kann daher annehmen, da~ die Evolution des Revier
v.erhalte?s gefordert :"urde durch (i) re,fativ geringen Nahrungsiiberschu~, der 
eme ~ktlvere Form emes Wettkampfes weniger erfolgreich machte, (2) kleine, 
rela~lv ortsgebundene S?S?-Gruppen, (3) hohe Wahrscheinlichkeit von Verletzun
gen UTI Kampf und (4) die ausgedehnte Fortpflanzungszeit und lange Werbung. 
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Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to give some information about the role of sexual 
imprinting in the process of species recognition by female mallards. A con
tradiction in the literature was the incentive to this investigation. SCHUTZ 
(1964, 1965) proposed that ~~ of dimorphic ducks (Anatini) are not sexually 
imprintable but recognize the species-specific 0 0 by means of some kind of 
innate ability. In agreement with this hypothesis he more specifically states 
that female mallards are almost non-imprintable. This point has been disputed 
by FABRICIUS and FALT (1969). These authors showed that female mallards in 
a two-choice experiment preferred white male mallards which they were rear
ed with, and also that ~~ brought up in close contact with a human caretaker 
directed sexual behaviour towards people. However, there are important dif
ferences in the experiments of SCHUTZ (1965) and FABRICIUS and FALT (1969), 
which will be considered in the discussion. 

Subjects 
All mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) used in the experiments have originally been obtained 

from the stocks of the Game Management School at Oster Malma and from the wild population 
in the surroundings of the Oster Malma laboratory about 90 km south of Stockholm, Sweden. 

On a few occasions white ducklings have been hatched in otherwise completely normal 
broods. These birds have been selected and bred separately. All the white birds used in the 
experiments are offspring in the second to fourth generation from the first white parents. 
These white mallards perform all behaviour patterns exactly like normal ones as far as can 
be ascertained. Only the frequency of some sexual behaviour is suspected to differ significantly 
(KLINT 1973). Concerning the normal 0 0, the nuptial plumage developed from about 14 to 
18 weeks of age. Colour markings were applied both on the bill as nasal disks and around the 
legs as rings to secure that all the subjects could be easily identified. 

Birds reared in groups 
Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 was designed to investigate whether imprinting occurs before the time of 
fledging (probably about 9 weeks of age) and/or from the time when the male sibl~ngs begin to 
develop their nuptial plumage (about, 14 weeks of age). The birds were reared In groups to 
imitate the natural situation. 

1) Dedicated to Professor Dr. Eric FABRICIUS on his 60th birthday. 
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